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LegiTeam: In-house Lawyer at IMMOFINANZ

Who we are

IMMOFINANZ is a commercial real estate group with European focus, having as core business the management

and development of retail and office properties in selected Central and East European countries. In the office

sector, we concentrate on the capital cities of the core countries and the major office locations in Germany with

our international “myhive” brand. In the retail sector we have the STOP SHOP brand for retail parks and VIVO!

for shopping centers.

In addition to the professional management of these properties, we focus on value-creating growth through our

own development projects and acquisitions – always with the goal of strengthening our standing investments and

sustainable cash flow.

IMMOFINANZ property portfolio had a carrying amount of EUR 5.1 billion and covered more than 210

properties as of 31 December 2019.  We focus our business activities in core markets including Austria, Germany,

Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania and Hungary. Our local teams in each of these core markets are the

guarantee for strong service orientation and customer satisfaction.

IMMOFINANZ is a double listed joint stock, being traded both on Vienna and Warsaw Stock Exchange.

Who are we looking for

If you are a chartered lawyer with at least 3 year experience, have a solid real estate background, good command

of English, including legal terminology, analytical thinking, attention to details, ability to synthesize, organize and

prioritize effectively, you will most probably suit the profile.

In addition, you’ll need to have excellent communication and persuasion skills, be a hard worker, team player and

problem solver, eager to get involved and take on new challenges.

Discover job openings and career opportunties at LegiTeam!

Our expectations

→    Expertise in dealing with immovable asset daily management, contract drafting, review and negotiation,

support on corporate, M&A, employment, permits and licensing, general compliance

   

→    Tailored, specialized legal advice on activities, procedures, policies, business practices

   

→    Legal analyses, technical reports, commercial analyses and proposals on solutions on how the stakeholders

would best address specific issues

   

→    Litigation assistance and court representation in complex, controversial or specialized legal proceedings

before courts, government agencies, other authorities

What we offer

→    Highly motivating salary package
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→    Monthly gift vouchers

→    Monthly private health subscription

→    Free fruits and cafeteria system

→    Opportunity to work for a multinational company, in a state of the art office environment, be part of a young

and enthusiastic local team within a CEE wide network of professionals

→    Professional development opportunities, support for external training and conferences

How to apply

Please send us your digital application to Mrs. Oana Andrei (oana.andrei@immofinanz.com)

Discover job openings and career opportunties at LegiTeam!
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